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Ethnography, Torture and Epistemologies of Conquest

Asking questions seems so fundamental to our fieldwork that we only worry about what
questions to ask, and not about the questioning itself. But it is a very problematic aspect of our
discipline.
(Gerald Syder, 2009)






1

This is the text of the Distinguished Lecture at the CSAS meetings in Madison. The figures are the power-point
slides that accompanied the talk.























































Constant trekking to avoid
contacts with national
society has been a
widespread practice by
Amazonian peoples –
as has the determination of
“science” to discover them
























“undiscovered” people in central Amazon being buzzed by Brazilian news crew - 2009
































Although initiated as an independent project by, among others, an anthropologist Tom Harrison,
the war also led to Mass-Observation doing research on commission for government authorities
trying to shape recruiting and war propaganda.

Scientific observation as Foucaldian
surveillance
Government sponsored state ethnography in
1930’s Britain.

Mass-Observation was criticized as an invasion of privacy. Participants were not only reporting
on their own lives; they often commented on their neighbors and friends as well but such an






atmosphere of surveillance was in keeping with the rising culture of espionage, emerging from
the Second World War,
During the Second World War Harrison was also recruited for a plan to use the native peoples of
Borneo against the Japanese. He was attached to Z Special Unit (also known as Z Force), a part
of the combined Allied Intelligence Bureau in the South West Pacific theatre

Z – Special Unit

















HTS
web portal









































Cited by Afghanistan Research
Reach back Center
White Paper TRADOC G2
Human Terrain System
United States Army Fort
Leavenworth, KS, September 2009

The editors were also invited to the
State Department to brief on the US
military actions in Somalia and Haiti
during the 1990’s

































































MK-ULTRA
Congressional hearings

10 year old subject to LSD, electroshock and sensory deprivation as part of MK-ULTRA –
CIA program of pharmacological experimentation on US citizens in psychiatric hospitals
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Nature Morte,
Laurence Abelhart, 2007
































































Public dissections in the 17th & 18th century

The Reward of Cruelty - William Hogarth (1751)
- shows the public dissection of a fictional
criminal, Tom Nero.
The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Frederick Ruysch - Jan
van Neck (1683). Amsterdams Historisch Museum





















The Witches Ducking Stool













Hua Miao – Manchu Tributaries
National Palace Museum, Taiwan

Doug Miao – Miao man tu
Album 40, no. 16. Academia Sinica

Manchu Official Ethnographies






Tableau des principaux Peuples de L’Amérique
Jacques Grasset de Saint Sauveur, 1757-1810



































Water-boarding then & now

Philippines - 1945











J. Damboudiere - Praxis Rertum Criminalium, Antwerp 1556









Red bars
show levels
of world wide
public
acceptance of
torture as part
of judicial
process

Logo T-shirts @ Conservative.com








































Malinowski invents Fieldwork

HTS Army operative
conducts
Malinowskian
Fieldwork














































Australian prospectors in the 1920’s show
the power of guns to PNG highlanders
(from First Contact, Bob Connelly and Robin
Anderson, 1983)






































































































































































































 








 


















































































